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Summary

Given an extensive game G, three subsets of the normal-form
equivalence class ol  G are def ined: the subset of s imultaneous
games [denoted by Sim(G)] the subset of subgame-preserving
quas i -s imu l taneous games [denoted  by  SubSim(G) ]  and,  f ina l l y ,
the subset consist ing of the game G i tsel f .  We show that by
applying the not ion of rat ional prof i le of bel iefs (which is formu-
lated independent ly of the not ion of strategy and therefore of
Nash equ i l ib r ium) to  the  games in  S im(G)  one ob ta ins  exac t ly  the
Nash equ i l ib r ia  o f  G,  by  app ly ing  i t  to  the  games in  SubSim(G)
one obtains exact ly the subgame-perfect equi l ibr ia of G and,
f inal ly,  by applying i t  to G i tsel f  one obtains a (str ict)  ref inement
of subgame-perfect equ i  I  ibr iu m.

J.E.L. Classilicati on: C72.
Keywords: Information, rat ional bel iefs,  equi l ibr ium
ref inements.

1. lntroduct ion

For the past twenty years or so one of the main research programs
within non-cooperative game theory has been to refine the Nash
equilibrium concept so as to better capture the notion of rationa-
lity in interactive situations. This research program has yielded a
plethora of solution concepts (for a partial survey see Van Damme,
1987). Although none of these solution concepts has been derived
from an axiomatic formulation of the notion of rationality, one
view, that would probably be shared by many game-theorists, is
that each refinement of Nash equilibrium incorporates a well-
defined notion of rationality and that, furthermore, Luhat is
inuolued in mouing fronl. one solution concept to a refinement of it is a
strengthening of the underlying notion of rationallty. Thus, for
example, according to this view, there is some notion of rationality
from which one can deduce the solution concept "Nash equi-
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librium". A strengthening of that notion of rationality yields the
solution concept "subgame-perfect equilibrium" (Selten, 1965,
1975). A further strengthening of that notion of rationality yields
"sequential equilibrium" (Kreps & Wilson, 1982), and so on.

In this paper we offer an alternative point of view, by showing
that it is possible to interpret equilibrium refinements as stemming

from an increase in the amount of information conueyed to the
players (rather than from a strengthening ofthe notion ofrationa-
Iity). Furthermore, we provide an axiomatic definition of rationa-
Itfy, which is formulated independently of the notion of strategy
(and, therefore, of Nash equilibrium).

Our approach builds on the concepts of information and belief
introduced in Bonanno (I992a,b). Fix an extensive game andlet Z
be the set ofterminal nodes. For every player i and for every node I'
a subset K,(t) of z rs defined and is interpreted as the information
received by player i when the play of the game reaches node l. Thus
if, say, Kr(t):{z'z3,zr} tlnen, when node I is reached, player 2
learns thal the play of the game so far has been such that only
terminal nodes 21, 2,, or 21 car, be reached. A belief of player i is then
defined as a funciiott thut associates with every node I an element
of the set K,(t), denoted by f t(t).The interpretation is that if, say,
Kr(t) : {zt ,  zs,?,711 ar ld Pr(t) :z, , therr,  at  node l ,  player 2 knows ( is

inlormed) that the play of the game can only end either at node z,
or at z,ror at z, and believes that the outcome will actually be zr. A
profiIe of beliefs is a list of beliefs, one for each player. Four
consistency properties define the notion of rational profiIe of
beliefs. It is shown in Bonanno (1992b) that the notion of rational
profile of beliefs gives rise to a refinement of subgame-perfect
equilibrium.

The question of if, and how, the amount of information conveyed
to the players during the play of a game can have an effect on the
solutions of the game can be approached from two different
directions. One approach is to fix an extensive game and vary the
"extended information function" Kr(t) and show that by refining K
one obtains a refinement of Nash equilibrium (this is the line of
inquiry followed in Bonanno,L992d). Another approach is to fix the
extended information function K,(l) and consider different classes
of extensive games within the same normal-form equivalence class
of a given game. This is the approach followed in this paper. Given
an extensive game G, we identify three subsets of the normal-form
equivalence class of G: the subset of simultaneous games (denoted
by Sim(G) and defined in Section 3), the subset of subgame-
preserving simultaneous games (denoted by SubSim(G) and defined
in Section 4) and, finally, the subset consisting of the game G itself.
We show that (1) by applying the notion of rational profile of
beliefs to the games in Sim(G) one obtains exactly the Nash
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equilibria of G,t (2) bV applying it to the games in SubSim(G) one
obtains exactly the subgame-perfect equilibria of G and, finally, (3)
by applying the notion of rational profile of beliefs to G itself one
obtains a (strict) refinement of the notion of subgame-perfect
equilibrium.

These results are in a sense trivial, since they clearly hold for the
standard sequential equilibrium concept and probably for some of
the many notions of perfect Bayesian equilibrium that have been
proposed. The reason why they are proved here in relation to the
notion of rational profile of beliefs is two-fold. First of all, since the
notion of rational profile of beliefs is based exclusively on the
extended information function K,(l), and does not make any refer-
ence to the notion of strategy, it is not a priori obvious that, when
applied to different subsets of the normal-form equivalence class of
a given game, it should yreld exactly the notions of Nash equi-
librium, subgame-perfect equilibrium, etc. Secondly, precisely
because rational profiles of beliefs are based on the extended
information function K,(t), the difference in results can (indeed, it
must) be interpreted in terms of a dependence of the solution on the
amount of information conveyed to the players.{

In order to make the exposition as simple and as transparent as
possible, we shall l imit ourselves to pure beliefs (see Section 2),
pure strategies and games without chance moves. A very general
analysis that allowed for mixed beliefs, mixed strategies and
chance moves would require more complex definitions and would
obscure the simple point of this paper, namely that refinements of
Nash equilibrium may reflect, not a strengthening of the notion of
rationality, but rather an increase in the amount of information
conveyed to the players.

2. Prel iminary del ini t ions

We begin by reviewing the notation and some of the definitions of
Bonanno (I992a,b). Fix a finite extensive game. Let X be the set of

t  By "one obtains exactly" we mean that there is a one-to-one corres-
pondence.

f The results of this paper also raise some doubts about a prominent view
among game theorists, namely that there are no important details in the extensive
form, other than those that are captured by the corresponding normal (or
strategic) form. This view was put forward in a very influential paper by Kohlberg
and Mertens (1986). (In a recent paper, Mailath, Samuelson and Swinkels (1998)
have pointed out a subtle structural relationship between a normal form game
and its many extensive-form representations.) Our results show that the extensive
form may be important in that it specifies the amount of information that the
players obtain during the play of the game. As this information becomes more
refined, so do the implications ofrat ional i ty as captured by the notion ofrat ional
profile of beliefs.
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Frcunp A. An extensive game used to illustrate the notion of
information.

decision nodes, Z llne set of terminal nodes, and 7: XwZ. For every
teT,let 0(t)sZ be the set of terminal nodes that can be reached
from I (for example, in the game of Figure A, O(xt): {2", za, zs, z6}).
Clearly, for every zeZ,0(z):{z}.

We denote by ro the root of the tree and for every nodeJ lxowe
shall denote the immediate predecessor of tby p,. Finally, for every
node I and for every player i, HiQ) is the set of information sets that
satisfy the following property: heHt(t) if and only if h is an
information set of player i and there is a node yeh that is a
successor of r.

The information received by player i when the play of the game

reaches node I is denoted by K,(t). There are several "extended

information" functions K: IxT--r2z (where.I is the finite set of
players and 22 denotes the set of subsets of Z) that can be defined
subject to some natural restrictions (e.g. that they be coherent
with the information structure of the extensive game)' We shall use
the following function, which represents the maximum amount of
information that can be conveyed to the players:t

t on this see Bonanno (1992a), in particular the discussion in the appendix. It
should be noted, however, that the function K(',') represents the maximum

amount of information only if one considers the class of all the extensive games.

On the other hand, if one restricts attention to a subclass of extensive games, then

the function K(.,.) can be refined. A characterization of the notion of maximum

information for multistage games is given in Battigalli and Bonanno (1993).
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(1) [At the root of the tree all the players have the same
informationl:

K,(*): Z, for every player l.

(2) lWhen a terminal node is reached, all the players are
informedl:

K,(z):{z), for every zeZ and for every player i.

(3) [Coherence with the information structure]: if r is a
decision node that belongs to information set h of player i,
then K,(r): UB(yl.

! ' n

(4) tlf x is a node such that, either there are no decision
nodes of player i after x, or the information sets of
player i that come after x consist of successors of x.
then player iis told that node xhas been reachedl: if r is
a decision node ofa player different from player i and either
H,(x):@ (where O denotes the empty set) or, for every
heH,(x), 

Prr<rl=0(x) 
then K,(r) :0(x).

(5) [Players remember the choices they made]: if r is a
decision node of a player different from player I and the
condition given under (a) is not satisfiedf and r is an
immediate successor of decision node I of player I and { (t, xr),
(t, xr), . . .,(t*, r-) ) is the choice of player i that leads from I to
r, f  then

K,(r) : 0(x r)v O(xr)w . . . w 0(x ̂ ).

(6) [In every other case, players receive no new informa-
tion]: finally, if r is a decision node of a player different from
player i and it does not satisfy conditions (4) and (b), then
K,(*): K,(p,) (recall that p, is the immediate predecessor of
node r) .

For example,

Bv (1):
Bv (2):
Bv (3):
Bv (a):
Bv (6):
Bv (a):

in the game of Figure A we have:

Kr(ro):  Z: {zt ,  22, zs, 24, 25, z6\ for al l  i :  7,2,3, 4.
K,(z;) :  {2,)  for al l  l :  1,2,3,4 and for al l  T:  1,  .  .  .  ,  6.
Kr(ir): 0(xr): {zr, za, 25, 26).
Kr(xr) :  Kn@):0(xr):  {zr,  zn,25, 26}.
Kr(xr): Kr(x): Z.
Kr(xr): Kr(xs): Kn@):0(xz): {2, zn, zs)t.

t  That is, there exists an heH,(x) and a nodeyeft such thaty is not a successor
of x.

f  Thus t:  t ,  and x :  x,,  for some / :  1,. . . ,  m. Recall  that a choice c at informa-
t i o n  s e t  h : l t v . . . , 1 - )  i s  a  s e t  o f  a r c s  c :  l ( t , , x r ) ,  ( t r , x r ) , . . . , ( t ^ , x , , ) l  w h e r e ,  f o r  e a c h
k: I , .  . .  ,  rn, node ru is an immediate successor of node 1,.
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By (3): Kr(xr): {z' 22, zs, zazs}.
By (3): Kn@n):0(x): {zn, z5\.
By (a): Kr(xn): Kr(x): Kr(x+):0(x): {zn, z5l.
By (a): Kr(xz): Kr(x2): Kn@z):0(xr): {zp z2\.
By (3): Kr(rr): {zt, 22, zs, za, zs}.

Rprvranx l: by (3) it is clear that if h is an information set of player i,
and. x and y are two nodes in h, then K,(r):Kt(y).Thus it makes
sense to write.K{h) for player i's information at her information
set h.

In order to simplify the exposition, from now on we shall restrict
attention to extensive games with perfect recall that have no
chance moves.

DprrNrrroN 1: o (pure) belief of player i is a function

B,: T__+Z

satisfying the following properties:
(i) B{t)eK{t) YteT,
(ii) ii x aira y belong to information set h of player i, then

f{x): f{v).

condition (i) says that what a player believes must be consistent
with what he knows, and condition (ii) says that a player cannot
have different beliefs at two nodes that belong to one of his

information sets (since his information is the same at both nodes).

Thus it makes sense to write B{h) tot player i 's belief at her

information set h.

DnrrNrrroN 2: a prof i le of bel iefs is an n-tupln f  : ( f  t , - . . ,  f  , ) ,where,
for each player i: 1,. . . , h, fri is a belief of player i.

we shall make use of the following notation: given a decision node

x,2(x) denotes the set of immediate successors of r.

DnFrNrfloN 3: we say that a profile of beliefs B is rational if it
satisfies the following properties (a discussion of these properties

follows):

(1) [Contraction Consistency] If y is a successor of xt and

B,@)eK{y), then f {y): {t{x).
(2') [Tree Consistency] Let h be an information set of player i

and let xeh be the predecessor of Bt(h). Then

t It is shown in Bonanno (1992a) that in a game with perfect recall the

following is true for every player i and for every two nodes r and y: if y is a

successor of r then K,(y)- K,(x).
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Frcunn B. I l lustration of the implications of the property of Tree
Consistency.

f ,(y).0(y), Vyel(x).

(3\ [Individual Rationality] Let h be an information set of
player i and let xeh be the predecessor of B,(h). Then

U{p{h))>U,(lt,(y)) vyel(x),
where U,: Z--fr is player i's payoff function (8 denotes the set
of real numbers).

@l [Choice Consistency] Let node x belong to information set h
of player i, and let c be the choice at h that precedes B,(h). Then,
for euery player j, if f ,(x) comes after choice d at h, it must be
d :  c .

Property (1) says that a player does not change her belief unless
she has to, that is unless her previous belief is inconsistent with
the new information.

Tree consistency does not allow a player to change her opinion
about her position in an information set after her own choice. In
other words, its purpose is to rule out situations like the one
illustrated in Figure B. There we have that
Kr (h) : {2 ,z ,22 ,241z5tzu}  where  h : tx ' r r }  i s  the  f i rs t  in fo rmat ion
set of player 2, and Kr(g):{z,z2,za,z5} where g: lxs,rn} is the
second information set of player 2.

Suppose Pr(h): zoand Pr(g):2,. This belief of player 2 is inconsis-
tent because believing in zu at h means beiieving that node r? was

Z 2Z 1
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reached. Given this belief, if player 2 takes action A, so that the
play of the game proceeds to information set g, then node rn must
be reached, and from r, terminal node zr cannot be reached. In this
example, property (2) requires that if Pr(h): zuthen either f ,(g): zn
or Br(E): zs.

TEe motivation for propertv (3) is as follows. If terminal node z
represents what player i believes at her information set h [that is, if
z:B/h)), then it means that player i believes that she is at that
node x in h which lies on the play to z. Suppose that
(1,(z)<U,(F,OD where y is an immediate successor of r. Then
believing rn z (at h) is irrational for player i because, instead of
making the choice required to reach z, she can-according to her
beliefs and by making another choice move the game to node y

where, again according to her beliefs, the game will evolve to an
outcome which she prefers to z.

Property (4) says that if player j believes that the play of the
game has reached player i 's information set h, then playerT's belief
concerning tine choice that will be made by I at h must be the same
as the choice implied by i's belief at h (although i and j might
disagree on the node at which this choice would be made). A
justification for this property could be that player j puts himself in
the shoes ofplayer I and correctly predicts the choice that player i
would make at her information set h.

Given an arbitrary profile of beliefs B we can extract from it a
pure-strategy profile o: C$) as follows: if h is an information set of
player i and c is the choice at h that precedes f i(h), set ot(h): c, that
is, c is the choice selected (with probability 1) by player i 's strategy
at information set h.

The following result is proved in Bonanno (19926)'

PnoposrtroN 7: fix an extensiue game G.t Let B be a rational profile
of beliefs and let o: 4(f) be the corresponding strategy profi.le. Then o
is a subgame-perfect equilibrium of G.

3. Def ini t ion ol  Sim(G)

Given an extensive game G, we denote bv E(G) the normal-form
equivalence class of G, that is, the set of extensive games that have
the same normal form as G. In this section we discuss a subset of
this class, denoted by Sim(G).

Define an extensive game tobe simultaneous if every play crosses
all the information sets. Given an extensive game G, we denote by
Sim(G) the games in S(G) that are simultaneous and satisfy the

t Recall that throughout the paper we restrict attention to extensrve games

with perfect recal l  that have no chance moves.
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Player A

I C

Player A

I C

Player 2

D E
. ) . , " , " ) 1 . 1 " ,
- r - r - r -  - r L r L r L

I , l , l , l  4 , 4 , 0 , 0

Player 2

D E

0,0,0,0 0,0,0,0
1 ,1 ,1 ,  I  0 ,0 ,1 ,1

Plaver 3 chooses L Player 3 chooses R

Player 4 chooses T

Player 2

D E

2,2,2,2 2,2,2,2
l , l , l , 1  4 ,4 ,0 ,0

Player A

I C

Player 2

D E

Player A

I C

0,0,0,0
1 ,1 ,1 ,  I

0,0,0,0
0,0,1,0

Plaver 3 chooses L Player 3 chooses R

Player 4 chooses B

FIcunn C. The normal or strategic form of the extensive game of
Figure A.

property that every player has exactly one information set (Sim(G)
is non-empty and every element of it can be obtained from G by
applying the transformations described by Thompson, 19b2). For
example, if G is the game of Figure A (whose normal form is shown
in Figure C), then Figure D shows one element of Sim(G) (the
others are obtained by changing the order in which players choose
along any given play).

For later use we shall l ist the (pure-strategy) equilibria of the
game of Figure A.

Rnrvrenr 2: the gdme of Figure A has the following pure-strategy
equilibria:

(1) Nash: (A,D,L,T),  (A,D,L,B),  (C,D,R,T) and (C,D,R,B).
(2) Subgame-perfect: (A,D,L,T), (C,D,R,T).
(3) Sequential: (C,D,R,T) with player 3 assigning probability 1
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Z t O  Z t t  Z t Z  Z t B  Z t q  Z t ,  Z t 6

1 1 1 4 4 0 0

1 1 1 4 4 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 1 0

z

2

2

2

2 6  z 7

2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0

Z 2

2

2

2

2

Z B  Z q  Z S

0  0 2
0  0 2
0  0 2
0  0 2

zs zg

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

Frcunn D. A game in Sim(G) where G is the extensive game of
Figure A.

to node xr(we are only considering sirnple assessments here'
as defi,ned in Section 5).

Lnunaa l: let G be an extensiue gom,e. Let Gobe an arbitrary element
of Sim(G) and let B be a rational profiIe of beliefs of Go. Let o:1$) be
the corresponding pure-strategy profile. Then o is a Nash equi-
librium of Gn.

Pnoor: it follows from proposition 1, since every subgame-perfect
equilibrium is also a Nash equilibrium. I

We now want to prove the converse of lemma 1, namely that given
a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium o of Go we can extract from it a
rational profile of beliefs of Go.

First a piece of notation: given a pure-strategy profile o, for
every node r we shall denote by ((xlo) the terminal node reached
from r by following the choices dictated by o. Now, given a
simultaneous game and a pure-strategy profile o,let B:$@)beLhe
profile of beliefs obtained as follows. For every player i and for
every node r,

11 2 )c2
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(1) if r is a decision node of player i or a predecessor of a
decision node of player i, set B,@):((xolo),

(2) if r is a successor of a decision nbde of player i, set
f ,(x): ((xlo).|

Rnr'renx 3: it is easy to uerify that if o is a pure-strategy profi.le then
(($(o)):  o,  that is,  ( :6- t .

Lnuue 2: let G be an extensiue gam.e. Let Gobe an arbitrary element
9f Slm(G) and o a pure-strategy Nash equitibrium of Go. fit B:41o5
be the corresponding profi.le of beliefs of Go. Then f is rational.'

Pnoor': first of all, note that, in a simultaneous game where every
player has exactly one information set, for every player i we hav-e
that:

(1) if r is a decision node of player i or a predecessor of a
decision node of player i, K,(x): Z,

(2) if r is a successor of a decision node of player j then
K,(x):0(x).

lhus if o is a pure-strategy profile of Go and f:g(o), then B is
indeed a profile of beliefs [that is, for every player i, it is true that
B,(t)eK,(t) for every node I and that if r and y belong to the same
information set of player i then f i@): f ,(y)1. We need to show that
B is rational.

BV Q) of the definition of g(o), Tree Consistency is satisfied,
since, for every node y that is a successor of a decision node of
player i, f ,(y):((ylo)e9(y).

Let r belong to an information set of player I and let j be another
player. Then, by definition of g(o), f,(x):((xolo) and either
f ,(x) : ((xo,o) or p ,(x) : ((xto).Thus both p,(r) and f,(i) come after the
s-ame choice at h. Hence Choice Consisiency is datisfied.

Now, fix an arbitrary player i and two nodes r andy such thaty is
a successor of x and B,@)eK,(y). We want to show that f l1'): f {x)(Contraction Consistency). If y is a decision node of player i or a
predecessor of a dec-isio-n node of player l, then f iU): f i@): ((xolo).
Ifr is a decision node ofplayer i or a predecessorofa decision n"ode
of player i while y is a successor of a decision node of player i, then
fi@):((xolo) and f,(y):((ylo) and K,(y):e0). Since by hypothesis
B,@)eK,(y), the play to ((xolo) must go through node y. Thus
((ylo):((xolo).Hence f  , (y): f , (x).  Final ly,  i f  r  is a successor of a
decision node of player i, then K,(x):0(x), K,(y):0(y), f,(x):((xlo)

t For example, consider the game of Figure D and the pure-strategy profile

!A, E, LIT). Then /:{(o) is given as fol lows: 0r@): fr(r,) :  fr(x): fr@,f: fr(*r):
fr(,x).: f"(x,): f"(x): f!x^,): f,(xn): f,(x,): f"(x): f ,(x,y: B"1xi1: z"; Bn1i,y:2,'fo,a-ll j_:-t,, ,14; f,(x,):f,(xu):2,"; 0,@,):fr(r):zr; p,@;):p,@i):",;'a.rd fo"
i^ .I,.2,3 f ,(xr): z, B,(xr):2", f ,(x"): z, f ,(x,): z, p,@): zn, f,(i,,r)-: "r' f,(xrr): zr",
f  , (x-) :2, , .
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and B,Q): Kylo). Since by hypotiresis B,(r)eK,(y), the path from r to
((xo) must go through node y. Thus ((ylo):((xo). Hence
f '(v): f '(x).

It only remains to show that, for each player i, fi satisfies
Individual Rationality. Suppose that there is a player i who
violates Individual Rationality. Let h be the unique information
set of player i, xeh be the node that belongs to the play to ((xolo)

[recall that, by definition of g(o), f,(h):((xolo)) and y be an
immediate successor of r such that U,(f ,(y))> U;(((xolo)). Since
f ,(y):ej lo),  we have that

Ui(Kylo))> U,(((xo)o)).  (1)

Let o,(h):c and let d be the choice at h that precedes y. It follows
from (1) that d+c. Let oi  (h):d and o' : (o ' i ,  o_).  Then
((xolo') :  Cj lo).Thus, by (1),  by switching from o,to o jplayer I  can
increase her payoff, contradicting the assumption that o is a (pure-
strategy) Nash equilibrium of Go. I

We can now prove the main result of this section, namely that,
given an arbitrary extensive G, by applying the notion of rational
profile of beliefs to the games in Sim(G) one obtains exactly the
Nash equilibria of G.

PnoposrrroN 2: Iet G be an extensiue ganle and Go be an arbitrary
element of Sim(G). Then there is a one-to-one comespondence between
the set of pure-strategy Nash equilibria of G and the set of rational
profiles of beliefs of Go.

Pnoor': by lemmas 1 and 2 and remark 3, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the set of pure-strategy Nash equilibria of
Go and the set of rational profiles of beliefs of Go. Since G and Go
have the same set of pure-strategy Nash equilibria, the proof is
complete. I

For example, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
pure-strategy Nash equilibria of the game of Figure A (cf. Remark
2) and the rational profiles of beliefs of the game of Figure D.

4. Def ini t ion of SubSim(G)

Fix an extensive game G. In this section we consider another
subset of E(G) (the normal-form equivalence class of G) that we
will call the set of subgame-preseruing quasi-simultaneous ganxes
and denote it by SubSim(G). In order to obtain an element G' of
SubSim(G) from G we transform every subgame of G into an
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FIcunn E. A game in SubSim(G) where G is the extensive same of
Figure A.

equivalent simultaneous version, but in such a way that G' has
the same number of subgames as G. Before we proceed to the
formal definition, we give an example. Let G be the game of Figure
A. Then the game of Figure E is an element of SubSim(G).

In order to obtain an element of SubSim(G) from G apply the
following algorithm:

Srnp 1: find a smallest subgame of G (that is, a subgame of G that
has no proper subgames), call it Gr. Replace G, with an arbitrary
element of Sim(G,), call it Gi.

Srnp 2: temporarily replace G|. with a terminal node zt"-p. Denote
the resulting game by GlGr.

Srop 3: find a smallest subgame of GlGr, call it Gr. Replace G, with
an arbitrary element of Sim(Gr), call it G'r.

Stnp 4: temporarily replace Gi. with a terminal node zf.n. Denote
the resulting game by GlGrGr.

Stnp 5: repeat until a game GIG$,...G. is obtained that has no
proper subgames.
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Stnp 6: replace GlG1G2...G^ with an arbitrary element of
S im(G/G,Gr . . .G^) .

Srrp 7: replace 4"-o * i th Gj for at l  j : f r ,  f r-1, . . . ,2,  1 ( in this
order).

Lnuue 3: let G be an extensiue game and Gobe an arbitrary element
of SubSim(G). Let B be a rational profi'Ie of beliefs of Go and o: €@'
Then o is a subgame-perfect equilibrium of Go.

Pnoor: it follows from proposition 1. I

Now we want to prove the converse, namely that given a subgame-
perfect equilibrium of Go we can extract from it a rational profiIe of
beliefs.

First of all, given an extensive game, define a node r to be a root'
node rf it is the root of a subgame. For every node r, define p(x) as
follows: p(x):x if x is a root-node, otherwise p(r) is the closest
predecessor of r that is a root-node. Now, given an element
GoeSubSim(G) and a pure-strategy profile o of Go, let f :6@) be
obtained as follows. For every player i and for every node r,

(1) if r is a decision node of player i, for every node I on the path
from p(x) to r (including p(r) and r) set Br(t) : ((p(x)lo),

(2) for every other node r, set B,@): ((xlo) [that is, f ,(x): ((xlo)
ifeither no successor ofr is a decision node ofplayer i or if
between r and every successor ofr that is a decision node of
player l there is a root-node].

[Note that if GoeSim(G), then the closest predecessor of r
that is a root-node is ro. Hence, when applied to simultan-
eous games, the function { defined here coincides with the
function { defined in Section 3. This fact justifies the use of
the same symbol { for the two functions.lt

Rnuanr 4: note that, as before, for euery pure-strategy profile o,

KS@):  o ,  tha t  i s ,  ( :6 -  t .

Lruua 4: Iet G be an extensiue ganxe and Goan arbitrary element of
SubSim(G). Let o be a pure strategy subgame-perfect equilibrium of
Go and f :Q@ be the corresponding profile of beliefs. Then B is
rational.

Pnoor: first of all, note that if GoeSubSim(G) then it has the

t For example, consider the game of Figure E and the pure-strategy profile
(C,D,R,B). Then p:{(a) is given as follows: f,(xJ:f,(r):0,@)--F,@,):0,@"):
F o@ ) : 0,@ ) : f ,(x u) : f n@ ) : zu; p"(x,) : z5 for j : 0, 1, . . .,6; 0,@ ) : 0 n@ ) 

-- 
0,@r)'-

0,@): Fn@): z,; f'(x): f,(x): Bn(x): zn; 0,@): F,@u): f n(x): z"; B,(x,): z"for all
i :  I , 2 ,3 ,4 .
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following structure: if Gi is a subgame of Go and Gfi is the game
obtained fro-m Gi by replacing all the proper subgames of Gi by
terminal nodes, then every player has at most one information set
il 96 [thus if a player has two information sets in a subgame Gi of
Go then there is a proper subgame of Gi to which one and only one
of the two information sets belongs]; furthermore, all the informa-
tion sets of GI a_re-cr-ossed by all the paths from the root of G',j to
terminal nodes. It follows that, for every player l, the following is
true for Go:

if r is a decision node of player l, then K,(r):0(p(x)); further-
more, for every node y that lies on the path from p(x) to x,
K,(y):0(p(x)). For every other node t, K,(t):0(t).

[In other words, let I be an arbitrary node. If there is no successor
of I that is a decision node of player l, then K,(t):g(t). Otherwise,
let r be the closest successor of node I that is a decision node of
player i; if t l ies on the path from p(r) to r, then K,(t):0(p(x)),
otherwise KtQ):0(t).)

The proof of this lemma is similar to that of lemma 2. First of all,
it is clear that if o is a pure-strategy profile of GneSubSim(G) and
f :6@), then B is indeed a profile of beliefs [that is, for every player
i, it_is true that /,(t)eK,(t) for every node I and that if r and y belong
to the same information set of player i then p,(x): f {y)1. we need to
show that / is rational.

Tree consistency follows from the fact that if y is an immediate
successor of a decision node of player l, then K,(g:0(y) (this is a
consequence of the structure of Go described above: if a player has
two information sets in a subgame Gi of Go then there is a proper
subgame of G[ to which one and only one of the two information
sets belongs).

Choice Consistency follows from the fact that for every two
players I and j, and every node t, f,(t):((xlo) for some node r and
Pj(t):((ylo) for some nodey. Thus if I belongs to information set h
of player i and B;Q) comes after h, then both f ,(t) andf,(t) come after
the same choict! at h, namely the choice prebcribed by o,

We now prove Contraction Consistency. Fix an arbitrary player
i and two nodes r and y such that y is a successor of r and
B,@)eK;(fl. We want to show that B,@): f ,(x). First of all, note that,
by definition of 6@), f;(x):((tlo) for some node I that is either r
i,tself or a predecessor of x.If K,(y): 0(y), then, since by hypothesis
B,@_)eK,(y), it follows that the path from t to ((t]o) goes through
lode y .Thus  ( ( t lo ) : ( (y lo ) .But  K , (y ) :0 (y )  imp l ies  tha t
f t (v):((y lo).  I f  K,(y)*0(y),  then K,(y):0(p(y)). I f  r  l ies between
p(y) a^ndJ, t_he1 fij):fi(x):((p(y)lo).If r is a predecessor of p(y),
then from the hypothesis that P,(x)eK,(y) it follows that the path
from I to ((tlo) goes throuStr p(y). Hence ((tlo):((p(y)lo).
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It only remains to show that, for each playev i, fi satisfies
Individual Rationality. Suppose that there is a player I who
violates Individual Rationality. Then there is an information set h
of player i such lhat,if xeh is the node that belongs to the path from
p(x) to ((p(x) a) (recall that, by definition of $(o), Bt(h):((p(x) o)
where p(x) rs the closest predecessor of x that is a root-node) there
is an immediate successor y of r such that U,(f t(y))> Ut(((p(x)lo)).
It was shown above (cf. the proof of Tree Consistency) that
K,(y):d(y), implying that ft(y):Kylo). Thus it must be

U,(((ylo))> U'(((p(x)lo)). (2)

Let oi(h): c and let d be the choice at hthat precedes y- It follows

from (d) that d*c. Let oj be the strategy obtained from o, by
replacing o,(h):c with o,(h):d and let  o ' : (o ' ; ,  o-) .  Then

CQ@)lo'): ((ylo). Thus, by (2), by switching from o,to o lplayer i can
increase his payoffin the subgame with rool p(x), contradicting the
assumption that o is a subgame-perfect equilibrium of Go. I

We can now prove the main result of this section, namely that'
given an arbitrary extensive G, by applying the notion of rational
profile of beliefs to the games in SubSim(G) one obtains exactly the
subgame-perfect equilibria of G.

PnopostrroN 3: /ef G be an extensiue gante and Go be an arbitrary
element of SubSim(G). Then there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the set of pure-strategy subgame-perfect equilibria of G and
the set of rational profiles of beliefs of Go.

Pnoor: by lemmas 3 and 4 and remark 4 there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the set of pure-strategy subgame-perfect
equilibria of Go and the set of rational profiles of beliefs of Go--Since
G and Go have the same pure-strategy subgame-perfect equilibria,
the proof is complete. I

Rouenx 4: in order to fully appreciate the content of proposition 3,
it is worth noting the following, which was pointed out by Batti-
galli and Li Calzi (1993: p.96). There exist extensive-form solution
concepts that satisfy the property of sequential rationality (which

is also satisfied by rational profiles of beliefs: see proposition 4
below) and yet do not yield (or refine) subgame-perfection. An
example can be found in the notion of "weak sequential equi-
librium" (see Hillas,1987; see also Myerson, 1991: pp.170-175).1

t on the other hand, some extensive-form solution concepts do not satisfy

subgame perfection because they purposefully weaken the sequential rationality

condition: see, for example, Reny (1992).
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5. Perfect Bayesian equilibria

In order to extend the analysis beyond subgame-perfect equilibria
it is convenient to switch from strategy profiles to assessments, as
defined by Kreps and Wilson (1982). Recall that an assessment is a
pair (a, u), where a is a strategy-profile and u:T--+f0,1] is a function
(called a "system of beliefs" by Kreps and Wilson) satisfying the
property that, for every information set h, 2,,0 u(x):1. We shall
restrict attention to simple assessments. An assessment (o, u) is
simple if a is a pure-strategy profile and u satisfies the following
property:  for every node r,  ei ther u(x):0 or u(r) :1.

Given a (not necessarily rational) profile of beliefs B we can
associate with it a simple assessment (o,o) by letting o:((fi and
D:r(P), where z(p) is defined as follows: if h is an information set of
player i and xeh is the predecessor of B,(h), then u(r): 1, and u(y):0
for all yehl{xl.

DprtNrrroN 4: a simple assessment (o,u) of an extensiue game G is a
perfect Bayesian equilibrium of G if there exists a profile of beliefs B
of G such that B is rat ional and (o,u):((( f ) , { i l .

PnoposrrroN 4: let G be an extensiue gomrc and let the simple
assessment (o, u) be a perfect Bayesian equilibrium of G. Then o is a
subgame-perfect equilibrium of G. Furtherntore, (o, u) is sequentially
rational.

Pnoor: that o is a subgame-perfect equilibrium of G follows
directly from proposition 1, since o:((P).It only remains to prove
that (o, u) is sequentially rational. In order to do this we need the
following lemma, which is proved in Bonanno (Igg2b; appendix B).

LpNrM.c. 5: let G be an extensiue ganxe with perfect recall. Let B be a
profile of beliefs of G that satisfies the properties of Contrlaction
Consistency and Choice Consistency. Then for euery player i and for
euery node x, if B,@)e9(x) then f {x): ((xlo) where o: ((p).

Now we can prove that if B is a rational profile of beliefs of G and
(o,u):(((f), r(f)) is the corresponding simple assessment, then
(o, u) is sequentially rational.

A simple assessment (o,u) is sequentially rational if it satisfies
the following property. Fix an arbitrary information set h and let i
be the corresponding player . Let *eh be the node such that u(i): 1.
Then

U,(((ilo))7U,(Cjlo)) for all yel(i) (3)

(recall that r(i) denotes the set of immediate successors of i). that
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By definitionof t(p), i

f ,(h)e9(h) and, by lemma
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is, by switching to a different choice at information set h-given
the belief that node i was reached with probability 1 and that
future play will be according to o-player i cannot increase her

By Tree Consistency,
Iemma 5,

is the node in hthat precedes B,(h).Hence
5,

f ,(h): ((tlo). (4)

for every yel,(k), Ft})e9(y). Hence by

f t(y): ((y o) for everY YeI(i).

By Individual Rationality,

U,(f ,(h))>- (1,(f ,(v)) for everv vel(i)' (6)

Putting together (4F(6), we obtain (3). I

Proposition 4 implies that the notion of perfect Bayesian equi-
librium is stronger than that of subgame-perfect equilibrium, since
the former satisfies sequential rationality, while the latter does
not. For example, if G is the game of Figure A, then the only perfect
Bayesian equilibrium is given by (C,D,R,T) with player 3 assigning
probability 1 to node r, [this is also the only (simple) sequential
equilibrium: see rematk 21. This can be shown by a minor adap-
tation of the argument given in Bonanno (7992b; section 4).

The following example, on the other hand, shows that not every
perfect Bayesian equilibrium is a sequential equilibrium'f Con-
sider the game of Figure F.

Ler B be the following profiIe of beliefs:

f ,(xJ: zr, Br(x1): z, Br(xs)-- zr, Bt(x): zn, Br(x2): zn,
Bt@s):2.,, Br(xu): zs;
fr(x): zr, Br(x): fr(xr): zrs, B2(xs): zr, Br(xn): za,
fr@u):27, fs(x6): zsi
fr(x): zr' fs(xt): z, Br(xs): Br@n):22, Bs(x2): zn,
Bt@s): z, B"(x): zn;
f n@): zrr, frn(x1): z' f 4(xs): zr, Ba(xn): za, f a(x2): z$,
Bn@5): f o,(x): zg.

t For a more complete analysis of the relationship between the notion of

sequential equilibrium and that ofrational profile ofbeliefs, see Bonanno (1992c).

In particular, it is shown there that the former is a refinement of the latter.

(5)
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FIcunn F. An extensive game that shows that not every perfect
Bayesian equilibrium is a sequential equilibrium.

It is easy to check that B is a rational profile of beliefs. Now, if
(o ,  u ) :  ( ( ( f ) ,  t ( f ) ) ,  then  o :  (C,D,G,M)  and u(x r ) :1 ,  u ( r r ) :  1 ,
u(ro): 1 (o is denoted by double arcs in Figure F and u by enclosing
in a dotted circle the nodes that are assigned probability 1). This
assessment is not a sequential equilibrium, because it does not
satisfy the property of consistency as defined by Kreps and Wilson
(1982). In fact, u(rr):l requires that along the sequence that
converges to a, E be assigned a probability of lower order than F,

for example, P{E\: l  urra P{F}:{ ,  whi le D(r6):1 requires the
m  m t '

opposite. Intuitively, the property of consistency requires that
there be agreement among all the players concerning the relative
likelihood of any two deviations from the equilibrium strategies.
Thus, if the equilibrium strategies are (C,D,G,M), then players 3
and 4 (whose information sets ought not to be reached) should
agree-if asked to move-on whether deviation E is more or less
likely than deviation F. Since player 3 assigns probability 1 to node
rr, he believes that E is infinitely more likely than F. On the other
hand, player 4, by assigning probability 1 to node ru, believes the
opposite. Such disagreement is not allowed by the notion of
consistency as defined by Kreps and Wilson. Finally, it is worth
noting that in the game of Figure F there is no sequential
equilibrium where player 1 chooses C with probability 1.
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6. Conclusion

Given an extensive game, we associated with every node I and
every player i a subset K,(t) of the set of terminal nodes, interpreted
as player i 's information when the play of the game reaches node l.
A belief of player i was then defined as a map from the set of all
nodes into the set of terminal nodes satisfying two main properties:
what a player believes must be consistent with what she knows,
and a player's beliefs must be the same at any two nodes that
belong to one of her information sets (since her information is the
same at those two nodes). Four natural properties (Contraction
Consistency, Tree Consistency, Individual Rationality and Choice
Consistency) were used to define the notion of rational profile of
beliefs. Given an extensive game G we identified three subsets of
the normal-form equivalence class of G: Sim(G), SubSim(G) and
{G}. It was shown that: (1) the Nash equilibria of G are in one-to-
one correspondence with the rational profiles of beliefs of an
arbitrary element of Sim(G), (2) the subgame-perfect equilibria of G
are in one-to-one correspondence with the rational profiles of
beliefs of an arbitrary element of SubSim(G), and (3) the rational
profiles of beliefs of G give rise to a (strict) refinement of the notion
sub game-perfect equilibrium.
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